PRESS RELEASE
Pardon Request
We have officially requested a Presidential Pardon from President Putin for my son
John Robles III as well as investigations into the individuals who ordered and
fabricated his arrest after my investigative work for the Voice of Russia World Service.
As of June 20th we are still waiting for a reply. We have served the Russian State and
President Putin therefore our pardon request for my innocent son who has served his
entire sentence for a crime he did not commit should be granted. It is necessary to
prevent his deportation to the USA, a country he has never lived in, has no
connections to and where he may face torture or death.
Liquidation of the VOR
We have discovered the name of the US Official who was directly controlling and
manipulating the 5th Column at the VOR with payments from the CIA to the 5th Column
being carried out through fees for repeater and band usage by the BBG for the VOA.
His name was Steven Linick. We have also determined the Ukrainian/Russian
beneficiary of the liquidation who received an award from Clinton’s State
Department. Steve Linick was brought in after McFaul failed to (in the words of CIA
COS Joseph Moone) “get me” and was expelled from Russia. I have decided to share
documents asking for treason charges to be filed by another staff member of the VOR
which were ignored. As the VOR was the loudest international voice of the Russian
World and the only global media outlet publishing the real truth about Ukraine, 911,
Serbia and the Russian World it had to be silenced to facilitate the US takeover of the
Ukraine by CIA/State Department sponsored openly Nazi forces.
Gang Stalking and Surveillance
For my publication of the MI6 lists in Russia, the NSA Post Hypnotic Scripts document,
MI6 and CIA Agent lists and several CIA budgets among other leaks in 1998 and
onward I had already been the target of constant surveillance and US/UK “FBI Style”
COINTELPRO Foreign Gang Stalking largely by Ukrainian Assets working out of a
location we have identified. My work on exposing the overthrow of Ukraine and 911 in
the words of Kristinn Hrafnsson put me on a CIA Black or Red List. My unpublished
research also covers the real reason why Michael John Smith contacted me after I
published the MI6 lists and the real reason he was arrested by MI5 after Boris Yeltsin
opened the KGB Archives, exposing everyone including me.
As the first ex-US citizen with asylum in the Russian Federation, asylum which I
earned for my service to the Russian State unlike CIA media op Snowden, the
targetting by the US and UK Governments is illegal under international law and has
cost US and UK taxpayers millions of dollars. The fact that our leaks, such as NSA
documents, agent name lists, CIA fronts and all of our 9/11 research, could not be
removed, blocked or deleted was a matter of national security for the CIA and MI6.

Afterwards a former friend and source John Young of Cryptome registered the
WikiLeaks domain which like the Intercept burned and reported every leaker,
whistleblower and hacker who trusted them, myself a former WikiLeaks media
partner, included. This continues today. It all goes back to 9/11 which Assange called
a “Fake Conspiracy”.
Russian Citizenship
I have been forced to file legal papers with the courts after my application for
citizenship was ignored and blocked for ten years. Being as I have renounced US
Citizenship officially 3 times, once when I applied for asylum, once when I received
asylum in 2007 and again when I filed for citizenship added to my journalistic work
and service to Russia I know I can never leave. The USA has just reinstated the death
penalty for Federal Crimes under which even my journalistic work for the Voice of
Russia falls and this goes true for my son as well who had asylum and was framed for
writing my articles by the 5th Column.
The press and the media refuse to report on us or support us because it does not fit
the Hawkins-Greenberg white supremacist narrative and because we are not an Op.
We are done trying to be quiet and in doing so assisting those who have destroyed
our lives and we will expose everything soon, including some of the details of my
service to Russian Security if we do not receive a just answer. I encourage you to
download my insurance file which contains 22 years of operational details. If anything
happens to me unpacking instructions and the password will be revealed.
I have two daughters who are Muscovites and who I am being prevented from seeing
and have served Russia for over 25 years, therefore my request for citizenship is
completely reasonable and was done in line with the law and all requirements which I
fulfilled. My refusal to pay bribes and interference by the CIA/MI6/FBI are all
documented and part of the record including two attempts by CIA Color Revolution
specialist Michael McFaul to have me arrested after I authored articles exposing his
Color Revolution plans at Bolotnaya and his plans to overthrow the government of
Russia for the Zionist/911/Clinton Cabal.
Site News
On June 6, 2020 JAR2.com was 17 years old which for an independent truth and
disclosure website publishing information banned in the West is the equivalent of
eons. In order to stay on-line and independent we have now transferred our domains
to Russian registrars cutting our last and only ties to the West when we abandoned
the Canadian based TUCOWS. We continue publishing leaks, news and articles which
are not published anywhere else and we now own jar2.org, jar2.ru, jar2.biz,
LULZSEC.org and other reserved unnamed domains.
They have completely decimated the Internet as a free and open forum and now
more than ever we need your support. Share a link, share this press release and
share our story. We were right about 9/11, Trump, the New World Order, Biological

Genocide and Bill Gates, the Ukraine, Srebrenica and much more and we have never
removed a document, file or article from our servers.
I have lived for 13 years with asylum and my son as well and he is about to be
deported to a country (the USA) where there is a high probability he will face long
imprisonment or execution. We are seeking a country that may accept my son and
give him and my US born daughter asylum if Russia denies John a pardon and
continues to refuse to allow us to normalize our status and obtain citizenship. I have
lived legally on the territory of the Russian Federation since 1996 and can not leave
but having citizenship in a country that would guarantee my safety and the safety of
my children may finally put an end to my life as a refugee and allow me obtain
employment and simply quietly live like everyone else.
One should not have to die for exposing evil, blowing the whistle on illegality and
publishing truth! That is what real journalism and courage are and those are my only
crimes. Russia beat the Nazis once and will have to beat the CIA sponsored Nazis
again if it is to remain a sovereign state and a world power.
Thank you,
John Anthony Robles II
JAR2
Download Pardon, Legal Documents and VOR Treason Request in Russian Here:
http://www.jar2.com/JAR2/Press_Release.zip

